DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2011

TITLE: PELICAN UPGRADES THE PELICAN 2360 LED FLASHLIGHT

PRODUCTS AFFECTED: PELICAN 2360 LED FLASHLIGHT

INTRODUCTION:
To incorporate the latest LED technology and features, the 2360 LED flashlight has been upgraded with the following elements while maintaining the same price:

- Secure pocket clip
- Matte finish
- Increased wall thickness for durability
- Less sensitive tail cap switch

High/Low Brightness Setting (Not featured in previous model)

2 - AA Batteries Now Included (Not included with previous model)

Nearly 15% Brighter – 110 Lumens in High (Previous model produced 94)

Increased Beam Distance – 158M in High Setting (Previous model was 139m)

Increased Peak Beam Intensity – 6242cd in High Setting (Previous model was 4893cd)

9 New and Improved Features
Same Price

New ANSI Specs